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Transforming teaching and learning so that every student can realize their full learning potential
Google is a learning company
We’re here to help with technology and tools to support the changing needs of educators and students.
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Project Greenwood Initiative
“Hampton University will forever hold a special place in my heart, it’s now a part of my DNA. From creating long lasting relationships with friends (and professors) turned into family to ensuring that I was prepared and confident in order to lead in spaces where I may be the only one and have the responsibility to represent people that look like me.”

Francine Marquis

“Attending Hampton University remains one of my best life decisions. I left Hampton prepared for the world, with an immense sense of pride and confidence. I continue to be in awe of the deep network of black professionals Hampton graduates, as we continue to let our lives do the singing!”

Tyese Battle

“When I was a computer science student at Hampton University, I never thought the doors within corporate America would be opened to me as they have been opened. I owe much of my professional and personal foundation to Hampton University. From the exceptional technical and liberal arts education, I have excelled in life. I learned at Hampton, and it still sustains me to this day, my excellence is the standard.”

Bryan Collins
“Hampton was a transformational experience -- pushing me to safely discover who I was while simultaneously challenging me to redefine excellence. College days may swiftly pass, but I know my life will continue to do the singing.”
Anton Doss

“Hampton taught me to accept nothing less than excellence in every aspect of my life journey.”
Syreea Hughley

“It’s thanks to Hampton for my wonderful circle of friends and peers that are doing work that influences the global community. Marine biologists, cultural strategists, lawyers, media personalities, and a few Googlers, to name a few. As an alumna, I am in great company!”
Kiera Austin-Reffell

“I always love to refer to my education at Hampton as a holistic education. It was a place that not only taught me the skills I needed to be successful in my career but also taught me the value of being my best self and gave me a sense of pride and purpose. That pride extends far beyond my college years and is something I feel not only as a black woman but as a person period.”
Amira Evans
"Education for life is Hampton University’s motto and I have continually focused on letting my life do the singing through inspiring others, lifting as I climb, and achieving God’s purpose. I am grateful for my experience at Hampton University which provided the framework and guideposts for my career and personal and professional growth."

Melanie Parker, Chief Diversity Officer and Employee Engagement, Google
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